INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
then to soar like Icarus right up to the sun, to put our hypo-
theses to the hardest tests, to strain them " to the breaking
point till the weak points gape," and not fly safely like
Daedalus through the middle air, and by excess of caution
fail to bring their hidden weakness to light.
The differences between aviators are largely tempera-
mental, and so, too, the differences between makers of
hypotheses are not entirely intellectual in origin. One
man will be willing immediately to change his hypothesis
as soon as contradictory instances are met, another will
attempt far-fetched interpretation in order to smooth
over the difficulty, another is unwilling to make any change
in his pet theory, and shuts his eyes to the facts which do not
fit in, and yet another is emotionally upset, and gives up the
problem as a bad job. These types are well shown in an
interesting experiment made by Mr. Zing Yang Kuo, in which
English-speaking students were asked to memorize 88
Chinese characters, although, unknown to them, it was not
really their memory which was being tested, but their powers
of inductive inference. For through groups of the Chinese
characters there ran certain radicals, such as a roughly
oblong character meaning mouth (not unlike part of the Bed
Dragon symbol on a Mah Jong tile), just as a general law can
run through a number of special instances. Some of these
characters containing the oblong month symbol might have
other ideas in common, as to bark, to hoot, singing, which all
include the idea of sound. But other instances showed that
this was not the meaning of the oblong symbol, such as
to bite, drinking, or saliva. The behaviour of his subjects
towards these "negative instances," as shown by their
answers after the conclusion of the test, and by the type of
mistake they made, led Kuo to formulate the above types
of reaction to instances disagreeing with a theory. And
we can, I think, see these types in everyday life,x
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